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NCAR Honors 20 Staff Members

Boulder, Colorado

. . . The National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)

here annually honors an outstanding scientific publication by an NCAR staff
member or visitor with an award and a prize lecture.

The lecture was delivered

Friday, February 9, by James Deardorff, one of two scientists who shared the
first place publications prize.

Dr. Deardorff described his work on three-

dimensional boundary layer turbulent flow to an audience of NCAR staff members
and visitors in the Seminar Room of the NCAR Mesa Laboratory.
based on Deardorff's publication,

The lecture was

"Numerical Investigation of Neutral and Un

stable Planetary Boundary Layers" in the Journal of Applied Meteorology.
In presenting the publication award, John Firor, NCAR Director, noted
"Deardorff's work continues to lead the world.

. .his result tends to reduce the

importance to meteorology of previous work on the neutral boundary layer.

It

also suggests the need in future global circulation models to specify the actual
depth of the boundary layer and to predict changes in that depth as a function
of its own time history."
Sharing the first place publication prize was Arthur Hundhausen.

Dr. Hund-

hausen was recognized for his book, Coronal Expansion and Solar Wind of which Dr.
Firor said:

"There is no question that this is a distinguished contribution to

science and one which will be considered outstanding both within NCAR and the
larger scientific community.”
Honorable mention in the publication prize competition went to Stuart Patterson
and Steven Orszag for two joint papers which were described as "the fulfillment of
a dream of theoretical fluid dynamicists for decades.

. .to obtain numerical

solutions of three dimensional isotropical homogeneous turbulence flow sufficiently
accurate to allow for direct comparisons with statistical moment theories."
NCAR's Annual Awards Ceremony included two new awards this year--Technology
Advancement and Research Support.

A dozen staffers shared the first technology
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advancement award series which was designed to recognize the most significant
technical development in the support of atmospheric science.

It is intended

primarily for the fields of engineering, computer science, and applied science
and its criteria include innovation and creativity, degree of difficulty, magnitude
of effort, as well as impact on atmospheric science.
Rainer Bleck, David Fulker, Jordan Hastings, and Melvyn Shapiro shared the
first prize for their cooperative effort in developing,

testing and applying

objective isentropic analysis schemes for the improvement of numerical fore
casting.

Firor said their "method has the potential to revolutionize operational

forecasting of cyclogenesis and clear air turbulence (CAT)."
First honorable mention in this award went to Theodore Cannon for "the con
ception and development of a highly original and ingenious particle camera which
makes it possible, for the first time, to obtain the size distribution and relative
positions of cloud and precipitation particles over an extremely broad range of
sizes in a sufficiently large sampling volume."
Second honorable mention went to a group of seven -- Paul Rotar, Gilbert
Green, David Kitts, Bernard O'Lear, David Robertson, Eugene Schumacher, and
Vincent Wayland -- for the creative development of an extremely efficient soft
ware system for the NCAR computer complex which far exceeds anything achieved by
either the manufacturer or other users.
The Research Support Award is given for clearly outstanding performance in
support of a research program or for performance which significantly benefits a
management or administrative function within NCAR.
outstanding performance,

The four basic criteria were:

the value of the performance, human attributes demonstrated,

and efficiency and quality of work.
Robert McBeth received first place while honorable mentions went to John
Masterson, Roy Jenne, and Dennis Joseph.

McBeth's nomination was based not so

much on a single achievement as on "a remarkable year of achievement during which
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he spent 155 days in the field supporting seven programs in a manner that was
a credit to NCAR and himself.
John Masterson was nominated by the Global Atmospheric Research Program
(GARP) Task Group for his performance and initiative in pursuing a concept for
expendable drifting buoys.

In the citation for Jenne and Joseph, Firor noted

that"Jenne has gathered together at NCAR a data set second only to that of the
National Climatic Centers in completeness.

He and Joseph have succeeded in

putting these data into compact yet readily accessible formats.

Furthermore,

extensive data checks, which are a routine part of their process of accepting
data into the NCAR collection, assure data reliability."
NCAR is operated by the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research, a
consortium of 39 universities with graduate programs in the atmospheric sciences,
and sponsored by the National Science Foundation.
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